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Creative exercises to  
inspire your dreams



Let Your Dreams Take Flight 
Created by Yenny Hernandez for  

Now + There, this Dream Workbook features  
illustrated quotes from interviews collected 
from her “Ponle Vuelo a Tus Sueños/Let Your 
Dreams Take Flight,” on view at Prudential 

Center. Featuring creative exercises  
celebrating gratitude and encouraging 
self-reflection in dreamers of all ages,  
this book offers playful approaches to 

goal-setting and personal motivation. As 
your dreams take flight, we hope this gift 
inspires you to open minds, conversations, 

and spaces with us! 





First Make a list of people you are grateful for.

Pick one person from the list above to write a postcard to. Practice in the 
space below and consider including things like: what impact they’ve had on 
your dream, what their support means to you, voice your gratitude, or cheer 
them on in their own goals.

Say Gracias!
Making dreams come true is hard work! But we are never truly alone in our  

endeavors– along the way there’ll be support from friends, family, and colleagues..  
A theme present in all the interviews conducted for this project was the  

constant thread of gratitude. Pulling from that feeling lets make a thank you card! 

Once you’ve practiced, print the postcard at the end of this book to bring your card to life!





Your Recipe to Success
If you had to share your recipe for success what would your ingredients be? 

Are you half cup ambitions? 2 cups entrepreneur? 

Identify and list 5 ingredients that are vital to making your success cake! 

Color me in for added fun! 





Making dreams come true is hard work,  
remember to build time for self care into 
your journey. 

Bring this drawing to life and take time to 
relax, slow down, and have fun!  
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Make Your own Inspiration
You are your biggest cheerleader!  

Make your own inspiration poster that will inspire you to dream! 

Think of a phrase that motivates you and draw it below.  
(ex: You’ve got this, Yes you can!)





First write down a goal or dream you’d like to work on.

(ex: illustrate more, emptying your inbox, running a 5k)

Next list small tasks or changes you can take to start working towards 
your goal. 

>  The key to making progress is creating actionable tasks. 
> It’s important the tasks you make are specific and measurable.  
>  Vague tasks are hard to track and celebrate, so if a task feels too big 

keep breaking it down!
   (ex: set 2hrs aside every week to draw, read at least 5 emails every morning,  

downloads a running app). 

Take A Step
Sometimes dreams and goals can feel HUGE! Just remember every journey 
starts with a step. Breaking up goals into small tasks is a great way to 

make them more manageable. Plan your next steps by approaching a goal one  
task at a time.

Bonus step, add a timeline! Sometimes we work better with a deadline.  
Add a date of completion and work towards your new mini goal.
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